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ABSTRACT

This work investigates the response of a transitional boundary layer to spanwise-invariant dielectric barrier discharge plasma actuator (PA)
forcing on a 45� swept wing at a chord Reynolds number of 2:17� 106. Two important parameters of the PA operation are scrutinized,
namely, the forcing frequency and the streamwise location of forcing. An array of passive discrete roughness elements is installed near the
leading edge to promote and condition a set of critical stationary crossflow (CF) instability modes. Numerical solutions of the boundary layer
equations and linear stability theory are used in combination with the experimental pressure distribution to provide predictions of critical
stationary and traveling CF instabilities. The laminar–turbulent transition front is visualized and quantified by means of infrared thermogra-
phy. Measurements of velocity fields are performed using hotwire anemometry scans at specific chordwise locations. The results demonstrate
the inherent introduction of unsteady velocity disturbances by the plasma forcing. It is shown that, depending on actuator frequency and
location, these disturbances can evolve into typical CF instabilities. Positive traveling low-frequency type III modes are generally amplified by
PA in all tested cases, while the occurrence of negative traveling high-frequency type I secondary modes is favored when PA is operating at
high frequency and at relatively downstream locations, with respect to the leading edge.

Published under an exclusive license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0124818

I. INTRODUCTION

Swept wings of modern aircraft are characterized by the develop-
ment of a three-dimensional boundary layer, inside which the so-
called crossflow (CF) velocity component arises due to the imbalance
between the centripetal and pressure forces. The CF component is per-
pendicular to the outer inviscid streamline, which results in an inflec-
tional velocity shape thus giving rise to the so-called CF instabilities.
Depending on the environmental conditions (i.e., surface roughness
and freestream turbulence intensity Tu), a combination of stationary
and traveling CF instabilities are amplified and eventually cause lami-
nar–turbulent transition.1 In realistic cruise conditions where Tu is
low, stationary CF instabilities prevail and develop in the form of spa-
tially fixed co-rotating vortices, which modulate the boundary layer,
resulting in pronounced wall-normal and spanwise shears. These pro-
nounced shears support the development of unsteady secondary insta-
bilities, which ultimately drive the laminar–turbulent transition
process.2 Comprehensive and detailed reviews on the topic are given
by Refs. 3–5.

The dominant role of CF instabilities in the swept wing boundary
layer exposes the necessity of controlling them with the eventual goal
of transition delay. A range of relevant control strategies are proposed

and investigated, which are reviewed by Refs. 6–8. One promising strat-
egy involves the use of the so-called discrete roughness elements (DRE)
and was first proposed by Saric et al.9 and later generalized as upstream
flow deformation (UFD) by Wasserman and Kloker.10 According to the
DRE/UFD technique, sub-critical stationary CF instabilities, which fea-
ture smaller wavelength than the most amplified stationary mode (i.e.,
the critical mode), are forced near the leading edge. These sub-critical
modes are in general less unstable than the critical mode. As a result of
non-linear interactions, the enhanced sub-critical modes suppress the
onset and destabilization of the critical mode thus delaying transition.
Though considerable studies have demonstrated the efficacy of the
DRE/UFD technique,4,11 successful transition delay by this technique is
only limitedly reported in the experiment, while proven challenging to
repeat in flight testing.12 This could be attributed to the high sensitivity
of the DRE/UFD strategy to external factors such as DRE shape quality,
freestream turbulence intensity, and boundary layer characteristics.13,14

This sensitivity exposes the need for active control methods as purely
passive ones can be less effective or even detrimental in off-design or
changing conditions.

As a promising family of active flow control techniques, dielectric
barrier discharge (DBD) plasma actuators (PAs) have recently gained
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attention due to their inherent capability of manipulating boundary
layer instabilities. This active control device poses particular features
including low power consumption, fast response, and fully electronic
operation without moving parts. PA working principles and character-
ization studies are summarized by Refs. 15–17. Specifically targeting
laminar–turbulent boundary layer transition, PA-based control
approaches have been mostly applied to 2D unswept boundary layers
(e.g., the cancelation of Tollmien–Schlichting waves as shown by Refs.
18–20), while attempts on the swept wing boundary layer began more
recently, as reviewed below.

Several PA-based strategies have been proposed to mitigate the
CF component and CF instabilities, namely, the so-called DRE/UFD,
direct attenuation, and base flow modification (BFM) strategies. In
brief, the UFD strategy leverages discrete/localized PA forcing to
amplify sub-critical stationary CF modes thus suppressing the critical
stationary modes’ growth, as demonstrated by D€orr and Kloker.21 On
the other hand, the direct attenuation strategy utilizes the PA forcing
to locally oppose the rotation of stationary CF vortices, as demon-
strated by D€orr and Kloker.22 In contrast, the BFM strategy aims at
directly reducing the source of CF instabilities, namely, the CF compo-
nent in the boundary layer. The reduction of CF component results in
overall boundary layer stabilization and thus reduced amplification of
both stationary and traveling CF instabilities, eventually yielding the
transition delay, which is numerically validated by D€orr and Kloker23

and experimentally demonstrated by Yadala et al.24 While the use of
PAs for swept wing transition delay has been proposed in several var-
iations, several challenges remain in their actual implementation. One
of the largely unknown factors influencing the PA efficacy is the intro-
duction of non-deterministic unsteady flow disturbances, inherently
contained in the discharge formation. In numerical simulation work,
the PA discharge unsteadiness is usually neglected or simplified as a
purely harmonic component featuring the actuation frequency fAC.
Conversely, recent experimental observations8,25–27 found enhanced
velocity disturbances within a broad frequency range (though central-
ized at fAC).

By means of linear stability theory (LST) and a simplified body
force model, Serpieri8 attributed the unsteady disturbances to the
inherent unsteadiness of the PA forcing, possibly related to the sto-
chastic dynamics of the electrical discharge. This assumption was later
confirmed by Moralev et al.25 Using the cross-spectra analysis, they
traced the origin of the random unsteady disturbances to the quasi-
stochastic nature of PA micro-discharges. Considering that the micro-
discharge formation is an inherent feature of typical DBD PAs, the
effects of these unavoidable disturbances on the boundary layer
require further investigation. This becomes particularly pertinent
when the frequency of these stochastic disturbances overlaps with
those of the most amplified traveling CF instabilities. Furthermore,
these amplified unsteady disturbances could quadratically/non-linearly
interact with stationary CF instabilities, resulting in the rapid spectral
broadening of the perturbation system and eventual transition to tur-
bulence, as found by Corke et al.28 and Arndt et al.29 In summary, the
successful deployment of PA-based control for swept wing transition
necessitates the elucidation of the origin and growth mechanisms of
these unsteady disturbances, as well as their dependence on pertinent
forcing parameters such as frequency and location.

The present study is aimed at the measurement of unsteady
PA-induced perturbations in a swept wing boundary layer

dominated by stationary CF vortices, representative of typical
cruise flight regimes. According to previous numerical studies of
Refs. 10 and 30, the frequency and the origin location of unsteady
disturbances have pronounced effects on the development of CF
instabilities. As such, two corresponding parameters of PA opera-
tion are investigated in this work, namely, the applied voltage fre-
quency fAC and the forcing location. The choice of these
parameters is directly related to the operation of the actuator and
the stability characteristics of the flow. The unsteady dynamics
within the plasma discharge formation inherently depend on the
applied voltage frequency fAC.

25 On the other hand, the receptivity,
growth, and topology of primary and secondary unsteady CF insta-
bilities are known to be highly dependent on the primary CF sta-
tionary vortex development, which in turn is related to the given
streamwise location of their interaction.5

It should be emphasized here that the current study is aimed at
investigating the PA-induced unsteady disturbances instead of delay-
ing transition. As such, PAs are operated at lower power and lower fAC
compared to previous studies reporting transition delay (Yadala
et al.,24 fAC ¼ 10 kHz), thus minimizing the BFM effect and mainly
investigating the unsteady effects. This paper is organized in the fol-
lowing order: Section II provides a description of the experimental
setup, measurement techniques, and a preliminary prediction of the
expected instabilities using linear stability theory. Sections III and IV
report infrared (IR) imaging and hotwire measurement results and
corresponding analysis. Finally, the conclusions of this study are sum-
marized in Sec. V.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP ANDMETHODOLOGY
A. Wind tunnel facility and swept wing model

The experiment was conducted in the low turbulence tunnel
(LTT) located at TU Delft. This closed-loop subsonic tunnel features a
sufficiently low turbulence intensity (Tu=U1 ¼ 0:07% at the free-
stream velocity of 24m=s) for creating a transition scenario dominated
by stationary CF instabilities.31 The employed wind tunnel model is an
in-house designed 45� swept wing model 66018M3J , which is fully
described by Serpieri and Kotsonis.32 The wing model has an unswept
chord (in x direction) of cx ¼ 0:9m and can approximate infinite
swept wing conditions when placed at appropriate angles of attack.
The wing model geometry is given in Fig. 1(a). The small leading-edge
radius and a continuously favorable pressure gradient (up to
x=cx ¼ 0:65) guarantee a boundary layer dominated by CF instabil-
ities. For the present experiment, the model is placed at angle of attack
a ¼ 3:3� and the pressure side is investigated. The pressure coefficient
Cp as shown in Fig. 1(a) is measured at Reynolds number ReX
¼ 2:17� 106 (based on swept chord cX ¼ 1:27m), corresponding to
freestream velocity of U1 ¼ 25:5m=s. A minimal difference between
the top and bottom pressure coefficient confirms the attainment of
spanwise invariant conditions. For the remainder of this work, two
coordinate reference systems are used. The first is aligned with the
wind tunnel and denoted as XYZ, while the second is body-fitted to
the swept wing model and denoted as xyz, where y is aligned normal
to the local surface of the wing, as shown in Fig. 1(b). The correspond-
ing velocity vectors are represented by ½U V W� and ½u v w�,
respectively.
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B. Plasma actuator and discrete roughness elements

The primary goal of the present study is to elucidate the effects of
PA-induced unsteady perturbations on a swept wing boundary layer
dominated by stationary CF instabilities, in the framework of the BFM
strategy. An essential requirement for such flow is the existence and
development of stationary CF vortices, which serve as the target of this
flow control technique. For the present experiments, the critical sta-
tionary CF mode (predicted by linear stability theory presented in Sec.
II E) is forced using a DRE array installed on the wing surface at
x=cx ¼ 0:02 with a spanwise spacing of kDRE ¼ 8mm. The DRE array
is scanned through a scanCONTROL 30xx profilometer operating
with a semiconductor laser, which has a wavelength of 405 nm and
reference resolution of 1.5lm.33 The scanning results show that the
DRE array features an average height of hDRE ¼ 0:11476 0:0023mm
and a diameter of dDRE ¼ 1:7726 0:017mm, which effectively trig-
gers the critical stationary CF vortices, as confirmed by previous
experiments at similar conditions.33,34

For the actuation, an array of 2D spanwise-invariant DBD
plasma actuators is utilized, similar to the configuration used by
Yadala et al.24 for BFM control. Following the same fabrication tech-
nique, the PA electrodes are constructed using computer-controlled
spray-on conductive silver paint. The width of exposed and grounded
electrodes is 5 and 10mm, respectively, as shown in Fig. 2. Following
the BFM control principle, the PA is placed near the leading edge and
oriented to force in the �x direction. To investigate the influence of
the PA streamwise location, three spanwise-invariant actuators are
printed and positioned at locations of x=cx ¼ 0:035; 0:073, and 0.11,
respectively. A sheet of 500-lm-thick polyethylene terephthalate
(PET) foil is used as the dielectric material. In order to form a smooth
wing surface and avoid geometrical irregularities, the PET foil is made
large enough to wrap around the leading edge and extend downstream

until the trailing edge. The three PAs are henceforth referred to as
PA1, PA2, and PA3, respectively. A Trek 20/20C HS high-speed high-
voltage amplifier is used as the power supply, delivering a sinusoidal
high-voltage signal at selected combinations of amplitudes (Vp�p) and
frequencies (fAC). During the experiment, the three actuators are pow-
ered individually, with only one actuator active per time.

C. Infrared thermography

Following Reynolds’ analogy, high shear flow can be expected to
enhance convective heat transfer with respect to low shear flow. If the
aerodynamic surface is actively (i.e., externally) heated, the difference
in heat convection rate through the surface skin can be translated into
a difference in surface temperature. Therefore, infrared (IR) thermog-
raphy can be used to retrieve the stationary CF vortex footprint and
the laminar–turbulent transition front, owing to their large impact on
the local shear at the wall. In the present experiment, an Optris PI640
IR camera (640� 480 px, NETID 75mK) is mounted outside of the
wind tunnel test section and measures the wing model surface temper-
ature. It should be stressed that the IR camera is not thermally cali-
brated as the IR images are used only for flow visualization. To
enhance the thermal contrast, the wing model is radiated by several
halogen lamps. The camera acquires at 4Hz and approximately 80 IR
images are recorded per case, which are later averaged in order to min-
imize the background noise.

The transition front identification used here follows the differen-
tial infrared thermography (DIT) approach as shown by Raffel et al.35

Specifically, at each testing configuration (i.e., PA location and fre-
quency), IR recordings are taken at two Reynolds numbers (i.e., the
nominal ReX ¼ 2:17� 106 and the higher ReX ¼ 2:7� 106), by
varying the wind tunnel freestream velocity. The resulting two average
temperature distributions are mutually subtracted to obtain a

FIG. 1. (a) Cross section of M3J (in x direction) and experimental pressure coefficient Cp at a ¼ 3:3� and ReX ¼ 2:17� 106; (b) diagram of M3J with PA arrays. Two coordi-
nate systems are given aligned with the wind tunnel XYZ and the swept wing model xyz. Red and blue dashed lines illustrate locations of top and bottom pressure taps;
(c) photograph of experimental model (note that more plasma actuator arrays are visible than used in the present work).

FIG. 2. (a) Schematic of PA in the xy plane. (b) Top view (photograph) of the PA and forcing arrangement (xz plane). EE: exposed electrode; GE: grounded electrode; us:
streamline aligned velocity; CF: crossflow component.
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differential image. As such, the image quality is improved by minimiz-
ing the background noise, reflections, and non-uniformities, retaining
only the relative change in temperature between the two Reynolds
number conditions. Finally, the transition front is identified based on
the spatial gradient maxima of the differential image. A linear fitting is
performed to quantify the transition location, corresponding to the
nominal Reynolds number condition. A full description of the pre-
processing and details of this procedure are given by Rius-Vidales
et al.36

D. Hotwire anemometry

Hotwire anemometry (HWA) is utilized to quantify the unsteady
behavior of the flow due to PA forcing. The measurements are carried
out using a single-wire boundary layer probe (Dantec Dynamics P15)
operated by a TSI IFA-300 constant temperature anemometer bridge
with automatic adjustment of overheat ratio.8 The hotwire is calibrated
in situ daily and appropriate corrections are applied for small changes
in freestream temperature and barometric pressure during the experi-
ment. The hotwire signals for each measurement point are recorded
for a period of 2 s and digitized using an analog/digital 24-bit con-
verter at a sampling rate of 51:2 kHz. Due to the deterministic opera-
tion of PAs, the induced flow perturbations are expected to be phase
conditioned to the forcing signal.37 In order to perform phase-resolved
analysis, the high-voltage and current signals delivered to the PA are
acquired in synchronization to the hotwire velocity signal.

To monitor the developing boundary layer, the hotwire scans are
conducted at two fixed chordwise locations, namely, x=cx ¼ 0:15 and
0.2. The hotwire scans are adjusted to be normal to the local wing sur-
face (i.e., the yz plane). Each scanning plane encompasses 30� 32 points
in y and z axes, respectively, and features a spanwise spacing resolution
of dz ¼ 0:5mm. The wall-normal spacing resolution is set as dy
¼ 0:0667mm for x=cx ¼ 0:15 and dy ¼ 0:0733mm for x=cx ¼ 0:2.
The hotwire scan locations are automatically set using an automated tra-
verse system (installed in the wind tunnel diffuser) with a step resolution
of 2.5lm in all three axes of translation.8 The wire is aligned with the Z
axis [Fig. 1(c)], thus measuring the Euclidean sum of velocity compo-
nents along the X and Y axes [i.e., jUHW j ¼ ðU2 þ V2Þ1=2].31 In this
work, overbar symbols denote non-dimensional quantities. Specifically,
the velocity components are non-dimensionalized by the total free-
stream velocity U1 ¼ 25:5m=s with z non-dimensionalized as
�z ¼ z=kDRE. In addition, y is non-dimensionalized as �y ¼ y=d0, where
d0 is the Blasius length scale as described in Sec. II E.

E. Linear stability theory

In low freestream turbulence conditions, the critical stationary
CF modes are eventually responsible for transition, through the devel-
opment of secondary instabilities. Nevertheless, an operated PA will
inherently produce stochastic disturbances, which can potentially
amplify the most unstable traveling CF instabilities, leading to the
non-linear interaction with stationary CF instabilities.25 The potential
non-linear interaction between these primary CF instabilities can be
responsible for the spectral broadening of the disturbance system, thus
accelerating laminar breakdown.29,38 Notwithstanding the eventual
non-linear interactions, the initial linear growth of these CF instabil-
ities can be predicted by linear stability theory (LST). As such, LST is
used to gain a preliminary prediction of the behavior of stationary and

traveling CF instabilities at the tested conditions. Prior to the LST anal-
ysis, the mean flow profiles of the baseline boundary layer are calcu-
lated based on the experimental pressure distribution of the wind
tunnel model [Fig. 1(a)]. Assuming spanwise invariant conditions, the
3D incompressible boundary layer equations are simplified to a 2.5D
formulation by decoupling the z-momentum equations. The solutions
of the stability problem are obtained by solving the Orr–Sommerfeld
equation with various combinations of angular frequency x and span-
wise wavenumber b. Finally, the integral amplification N factor
(N ¼ Ð s

0 �ai ds) is calculated where �ai is the streamwise growth
rate and s is the surface distance starting from the attachment line. In
this paper, the Blasius length scale d0 ¼ �s0=u0 ¼ 3:48� 10�4 m is
used as the reference length. Specifically, � is the kinematic viscosity,
s0 ¼ 0:138m is the surface distance from the attachment line to
x=cx ¼ 0:15, and u0 ¼ 16:65m=s is the edge velocity at x=cx ¼ 0:15.
A description of linear stability theory and term definitions can be
found in the work of Mack.39

Figure 3(b) shows the non-dimensional streamwise growth rate
��ai ¼ �aid0 and N factor of stationary modes. Despite the earlier
growth of smaller wavelength modes, the mode of k ¼ 8mm emerges
as most integrally amplified in the considered domain, in agreement
with previous studies at similar conditions.8,24 Figures 3(c)–3(h) illus-
trate N factors of traveling modes of f¼ 100, 200, and 300Hz.
Essentially, traveling CF instabilities consist of two distinct wave fami-
lies propagating in opposite directions, namely, the positive and nega-
tive traveling modes. Generally, positive modes travel against the CF
direction, while the negative modes travel along the CF direction.2,40

Figure 3(a) depicts the directions of positive and negative traveling
modes in the yz plane (looking from upstream). The LST results illus-
trate that negative traveling modes are significantly amplified at
f < 100Hz, while positive traveling modes are most amplified around
f ¼ 200Hz. In fact, positive traveling modes are completely sup-
pressed once f surpasses 1000Hz (not shown here). Compared with
positive traveling modes, negative traveling modes are evidently
weaker (more evident at higher frequencies), which agrees with the
observation of Guo and Kloker.2 The apparent stabilization of both
directional modes at high frequencies indicates that PAs should be
actuated at high fAC to avoid directly introducing traveling CF instabil-
ities of low frequencies. Additionally, the current results indicate that
low-frequency positive traveling modes are expected to play a more
important role in the transition dynamics compared with their nega-
tive counterparts due to their relatively higher amplification.

III. PA EFFECT ON TRANSITION TOPOLOGY
AND LOCATION

In this section, the effects of fAC and PA location on the topology
and location of laminar–turbulent transition are parametrically inves-
tigated by means of IR thermography. Due to the external radiation
from the halogen lamps, the laminar flow region features a higher tem-
perature than turbulent flow in IR images. The PA electrodes appear
as dark strips of lower temperature due to their low emissivity.

The surface temperature topology for PA1 is visualized by the
time-averaged IR field and illustrated in Fig. 4. Qualitatively similar
topology is found for the other two PA cases (not shown here for brev-
ity). In addition, to investigate PA effects on stationary CF vortices, a
spatial fast Fourier transform (FFT) is applied on the time-averaged IR
field in the spanwise direction. The spectral results are illustrated in
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plots next to the IR fields, corresponding to the region outlined by the
magenta box. The abscissa of the spectra is x=cx (from 0.12 to 0.16)
and the ordinate is the non-dimensional wavenumber �c ¼ 1=�k, with
resolution D�c ¼ 0:0349. The wavenumber �c ¼ 1 corresponds to the
critical stationary mode of k ¼ 8mm. In the PA-off case, the typical
jagged transition front occurs around x=cx ¼ 0.4, demonstrating the
dominance of stationary CF instabilities in the boundary layer. As
expected, an evident spectral peak is found at �c ¼ 1, further confirm-
ing the conditioning of critical stationary vortices, which result from
the upstream DRE excitation.

The operation of PA1 exerts a significant alteration on the transi-
tion front. Compared with the PA-off case, the transition front evi-
dently moves upstream and becomes spatially blurred, losing the
distinct jagged pattern. This effect is more pronounced for low-
frequency plasma excitation at fAC ¼ 200; 300, and 500Hz. The

corresponding wavenumber spectra quantitatively demonstrate the
topological observations as the �c ¼ 1 signature is significantly weaker
for these cases. The change in transition topology offers a first indica-
tion of the transitional scenario alteration due to the enhanced travel-
ing CF instabilities by the PA, as these are known to decrease the
spatial coherence of the transition front.8 Compared with low fAC forc-
ing, the high fAC ¼ 3000Hz forcing appears to have a milder effect on
the transition. At this condition, the transition front is located further
downstream and is less blurred, indicating that traveling CF instabil-
ities are less dominant [also demonstrated by the pronounced spectral
peak at �c ¼ 1 in Fig. 4(f)]. The current observation agrees well with
the reported LST predictions, in which high-frequency traveling CF
instabilities are found to be linearly stable in the present flow.

The transition location is quantified by evaluating the time-
averaged IR images following the method described by Rius-Vidales

FIG. 3. (a) Schematic of positive and negative traveling CF instabilities. Inset depicts the traveling mode’s direction in the yz plane (looking from upstream); non-dimensional
growth rate in x=cx (��a i , colored) and corresponding N factors (black iso-lines) of (b) stationary CF instabilities (f ¼ 0 Hz); (c)–(e) positive traveling CF modes; (f)–(h) nega-
tive traveling modes. The white line indicates the wavelength k of68mm.

FIG. 4. Time-averaged IR imaging, where PA1 works with Vp�p ¼ 10 kV at (a) fAC ¼ 0 Hz (PA-off); (b) fAC ¼ 200 Hz; (c) fAC ¼ 300 Hz; (d) fAC ¼ 500 Hz; (e) fAC ¼ 1000 Hz;
(f) fAC ¼ 3000 Hz. The flow comes from left, and the leading edge is shown by the white line in the upper-left corner. The wavenumber spectra correspond to IR domain out-
lined by magenta lines. Cyan dashed lines denote constant chord positions.
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et al.36 To quantify the PA effects, the transition shift D ðxt=cxÞ is cal-
culated as below

D ðxt=cxÞ ¼ ðxt=cxÞoff � ðxt=cxÞon; (1)

where xt=cx is the transition location and the subscript indicates the
PA working condition (i.e., on or off). The transition shift D ðxt=cxÞ at
Vp�p ¼ 10 kV for various fAC is summarized in Fig. 5. Overall, a posi-
tive transition shift D ðxt=cxÞ is observed for all cases, indicating that
transition moves upstream due to the PA operation. Furthermore, in
the low-frequency range of fAC < 800Hz, PA1 appears to have the
most evident promoting effect on transition shift Dðxt=cxÞ, in compar-
ison with PA2 and PA3. Considering PA1 is located closer to the lead-
ing edge, it can be expected that induced low-frequency disturbances
will experience a longer chordwise amplification and result in stronger
accumulated amplitudes compared with those in PA2 and PA3
cases.37 However, by increasing fAC to higher values, the transition
shift Dðxt=cxÞ of PA1 decays rapidly, indicating the limited enhancing
effects of PA1 on high-frequency disturbances. In fact, the high fAC
operation is expected to impart more energy into the boundary layer,
as the plasma-generated body force magnitude is increasing with
fAC.

15 Consequently, the PA-induced velocity disturbances at high fre-
quencies are expected to have larger initial amplitudes than in the case
of low-frequency forcing. Still, the transition shift Dðxt=cxÞ at low fAC
operation surpasses that of high fAC forcing, demonstrating that low-
frequency unsteady disturbances are more dominant than high-
frequency instabilities. On the other hand, a significantly weaker effect
on the transition shift Dðxt=cxÞ is found for PA2 and PA3 when oper-
ated at low fAC. Instead, the operation of the two downstream PAs has
an increasingly strong effect on the transition location with increasing
fAC.

The overall transition advancement reported in the present study
further highlights the detrimental effects of PA-induced unsteady dis-
turbances and partially resolves the conundrum regarding the effects
of unsteady forcing within the context of the BFM method. In the
work of Peng et al.,41 the BFM-based PA was found to essentially
impose two effects into the boundary layer. One is to weaken station-
ary CF instabilities (i.e., the intended BFM action), while the other is
to enhance unsteady instabilities. Nonetheless, the effects of these
amplified unsteady instabilities remain unknown. Guo and Kloker2

have shown that forced unsteady CF instabilities can possibly delay
transition (through weakening stationary CF instabilities by interac-
tion), while on the other hand, they tend to promote transition due to
their significant growth rates. The current results, where transition is
promoted with all tested fAC, indicate that unsteady instabilities are
most likely to be detrimental (i.e., advancing the transition) within the
context of BFM for the conditions of the present study.

IV. PA EFFECT ON UNSTEADY PERTURBATIONS

In this section, a single hotwire probe is used to measure flow
velocity in the boundary layer. To avoid dielectric layer and electrode
degradation during the lengthy hotwire measurements, the PAs are
operated in a limited range of parameters, namely, a single voltage
amplitude of Vp�p ¼ 8 kV and frequencies of fAC ¼ 200 and 3000Hz.
In order to assess the statistical properties of PA-induced disturbances,
power spectral density (PSD), bandpass filtering, and spanwise-
wavenumber spectra of the hotwire measurements are discussed in the
following Secs. IVA-C.

A. Spectral characteristics of velocity fluctuations

As mentioned before, the inherent unsteadiness within the PA
forcing is expected to induce unsteady disturbances in the boundary
layer. Ultimately, the interaction between stationary and traveling CF
instabilities as well as the secondary instability mechanism (associated
with stationary CF vortices) can be affected, with repercussions on the
final transition breakdown. Previous studies have shown that the
underlying mean velocity gradient locations have a strong correlation
with the developing types of CF instabilities.5,10 For instance, the type
III instability is associated with the local maximum spanwise gradient
of the mean flow and typically develops in the inner side of the upwell-
ing region of the CF vortex [region B outlined by the red dashed lines
in Fig. 6(a)]. The type I secondary instability is strongly related to the
local minimum spanwise gradient of the mean flow and emerges in
the outer side of stationary vortices’ upwelling region [region A outlined
by the black dashed lines in Fig. 6(a)]. At similar conditions as in the
present work, the type I mode features high frequencies (on the order of
kHz), while the type III mode develops at low frequencies (on the order
of Hz).31 It follows that the CF instability types can be identified based
on their corresponding dominant frequencies in combination with their
localization within the underlying stationary vortex structure. As such, a
PSD analysis is applied on the hotwire signal (for frequency informa-
tion) where two monitoring points are defined based on local extrema
of spanwise velocity gradient @ �UHW=@�z , namely, location-a and loca-
tion-b as shown in Fig. 6(a). The PSD amplitude of the velocity fluctua-
tion U 0

HW is calculated by the average periodogram method1 and
non-dimensionalized as �P ¼ ððDf =U2

1ÞPSDÞ1=2, where Df ¼ 3:125Hz
is the frequency resolution.

Figure 7 displays the non-dimensional spectra amplitude �P at
x=cx ¼ 0:15 under conditions of fAC ¼ 200 and 3000Hz. Additionally,
the amplitude �P corresponding to a location outside the boundary
layer (location-r) is plotted as a reference, indicating the far-field
and freestream conditions. Generally, for fAC ¼ 200Hz, the refer-
ence signals demonstrate a negligible level of electro-magnetic inter-
ference. Several discrete peaks of random high frequencies are only
found for PA3. In contrast, weak electro-magnetic interference from
the PA operation is observed for reference signals in cases of
fAC ¼ 3000Hz. Nonetheless, these undesired noise sources are
assumed to have negligible influence on the measurement due to
their relatively low amplitudes in comparison with PA-induced
velocity fluctuations. An additional feature of the PSD is the low-
power broad hump centralized around f ¼ 10 kHz, which is related
to the inherent characteristics of the hotwire bridge, thus not corre-
sponding to physical events.31

FIG. 5. Transition shift D ðxt=cxÞ at Vp�p ¼ 10 kV for various fAC. The data points
are plotted at fAC ¼ 200, 300, 500, 800, 1000, 2000, 3000, 4000, and 5000 Hz.
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As shown in Figs. 7(a) and 7(b), at both location-a and location-
b, PA forcing at fAC ¼ 200Hz evidently amplifies velocity fluctuations
compared with PA-off. Specifically, strong spectral peaks are found at
f ¼ 200Hz and higher superharmonics. At location-b, low-frequency
velocity fluctuations (f < 1000Hz) appear more amplified than high-
frequency components, especially for PA1 which is located most
upstream. On the other hand, fluctuations within a broad range of
high frequencies (f > 1000Hz) are evidently amplified at location-a
by PA3. In cases of forcing at fAC ¼ 3000Hz as shown in Figs. 7(c)
and 7(d), the amplitudes �P at both monitoring locations under PA-on
further confirm the unsteady nature of plasma forcing. As shown in
PA1 case at fAC ¼ 3000Hz [Fig. 7(d)], low-frequency fluctuations
(which are locally unstable as predicted by LST) are still enhanced at
location-b, despite the high-frequency plasma excitation. The

triggering of these low-frequency fluctuations has been previously
observed by Serpieri et al.8 where PAs operated at high fAC as well.
One possible source of these low-frequency fluctuations could be
attributed to the stochastic processes of the inherent micro-discharge
in the plasma formation, as identified by Moralev et al.25 Moreover,
this enhancing effect on low-frequency fluctuations (at location-b)
shows a strong dependence on PA locations as it decreases from PA1
to PA3, which is similar to the trend observed at fAC ¼ 200Hz. In
contrast, high-frequency fluctuations are significantly amplified at
location-a by the most downstream PA (i.e., PA3).

To identify the spatial localization of the various spectral signa-
tures observed, the time series of velocity fluctuations are bandpass-
filtered using digital fourth-order Butterworth filters. These filters
feature a selected center frequency fB with a narrow pass-bandwidth of

FIG. 6. (a) Spanwise gradient of mean velocity @�UHW=@�z and (b) non-dimensional velocity fluctuation amplitude h�U 0
HW i for PA-off at x=cx ¼ 0:2. Location-a and location-b

indicate the local peaks of velocity gradients. Location-r is used to monitor freestream conditions. Black and red dashed lines outline the minimum and maximum velocity span-
wise gradient regions A and B, respectively.

FIG. 7. Non-dimensional spectra �P of velocity fluctuations at x=cx ¼ 0:15 for (a) location-a, fAC ¼ 200 Hz; (b) location-b, fAC ¼ 200 Hz; (c) location-a, fAC ¼ 3000 Hz;
(d) location-b, fAC ¼ 3000 Hz.
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4Hz. Representative frequency-filtered velocity fluctuations are illus-
trated in Fig. 8, corresponding to the fAC ¼ 3000Hz case in Fig. 7. As
expected, the unsteady fluctuations in PA-off cases have extremely low
amplitudes and are significantly amplified at distinct frequencies by
PA forcing depending on the PA location. Based on the frequencies
and locations of these amplified fluctuations, two specific CF instabil-
ities are recognized, namely, the type I and type III modes. In combi-
nation with the PSD results, the low-frequency fluctuations
(200Hz < f < 800Hz) centralized within region B are related to type
III and the high-frequency fluctuations (2000Hz < f < 4000Hz)
centralized within region A are related to type I.

B. Amplitude and growth of velocity fluctuations

The identified types of CF instabilities are quantified in the fol-
lowing manner. Two spatial masks are defined as regions for which
the underlying spanwise velocity gradient @ �UHW=@�z exceeds a certain
threshold. The mask for the PA-off case at x=cx ¼ 0:2 is given as an
example in Fig. 6(a) with corresponding fluctuations in Fig. 6(b).
Specifically, region A (@ �UHW=@�z < �0:63) is used to trace type I
modes and region B (@ �UHW=@�z > 0:94) for type III modes. While
the absolute value of these thresholds is chosen heuristically, the

thresholds are kept constant for the entire parameter range, ensuring
comparable outcomes. According to the PSD results, the velocity fluc-
tuations are strongly amplified at the forcing frequency fAC and its har-
monics. As such, fluctuations at selected frequencies are quantified by
adapting the bandpass filter frequency, namely, fB ¼ 200; 400; 600,
and 800Hz for the low-frequency type III modes and fB ¼ 2000;
2400; 3000; 3600, and 4000Hz for the high-frequency type I modes.
The non-dimensional amplitudes of frequency-filtered velocity fluctu-
ations are spatially integrated in the mask regions following:

�Að fBÞ ¼ 1
st

ð ð
s
h�UHWids; (2)

where st denotes the area of the corresponding region A or B. The
non-dimensional amplitudes of velocity fluctuations at selected fre-
quencies fB are reported in Fig. 9. Specifically, integral amplitudes of
type I and type III modes are distinguished by markers diamond and
open circle, respectively. The PA-off case at x=cx ¼ 0:2 is chosen as a
reference and shown in black color.

Figure 9(a) illustrates cases of fAC ¼ 200Hz for all Pas.
Unfortunately, the case of x=cx ¼ 0:2 is not recorded for PA1 due to
actuator malfunction during the experiment. Instead, a supplementary
measurement of PA1 at x=cx ¼ 0:175 is used for the following

FIG. 8. Bandpass filtered velocity fluctuation fields h�U 0
HW i for (a) PA-off; (b) PA1; (c) PA2; (d) PA3. All PAs are operating at fAC ¼ 3000 Hz (Vp�p ¼ 8 kV), measurements at

x=cx ¼ 0:15. The black iso-lines illustrate non-dimensional mean flow �UHW (20 levels from 0 to 0.85).

FIG. 9. Spatially integrated amplitude �AðfBÞ for type I and type III modes where PAs work at (a) fAC ¼ 200 Hz; (b) fAC ¼ 3000 Hz. The data points are plotted at fB ¼ 200,
400, 600, 800, 2000, 2400, 3000, 3600, and 4000 Hz.
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discussion. The current results shed light on the effects of low forcing
frequency fAC ¼ 200Hz and PA location on the induced type I and
type III modes. Inspecting the fluctuation amplitudes at x=cx ¼ 0:15,
type III modes are found to be significantly amplified by Pas, com-
pared with the reference. Moreover, the amplifying effect decreases
from PA1 to PA3, agreeing well with the observed PSD. In contrast,
type I modes are noticeably amplified by PA3 even though the forcing
frequency is fixed at 200Hz. Secondary instabilities of type-I are
known to develop and amplify when the underlying stationary vortex
has sufficiently modulated the boundary layer.1 The PA3 is indeed
located reasonably downstream, and as such, the present effect high-
lights the important role of PA location in inducing this type of
disturbances.

As the flow develops downstream (i.e., x=cx ¼ 0:2), the type III
modes generally amplify and reach comparable amplitudes for all
tested Pas, despite their notably different amplitudes at x=cx ¼ 0:15.
Moreover, it appears that, at x=cx ¼ 0:2, type III modes of higher har-
monics are more amplified than those of primary forcing frequency.
The origin of this effect is currently not clear, although the cascade of
energy to higher harmonics might be indicative of non-linear interac-
tions. The type I modes significantly amplified by PA3 at x=cx ¼ 0:15,
rapidly decay at x=cx ¼ 0:2, for which the amplitudes remain as low
as in cases of PA1 and PA2. The sudden attenuation contradicts the
established behaviors of nominal type I instabilities, which, in
unforced flows, experience a fast growth and lead to transition
rapidly once stationary CF instabilities reach amplitude saturation.
Nevertheless, in the current experiment, the amplitude of stationary
CF vortices at x=cx ¼ 0:2 (defined as the maximum spanwise stan-
dard deviation of mean flow, h�UHWiz) attains a value of 0.12 for PA3
(0.116 for the PA-off case). This is notably lower than the typical satu-
ration amplitude (e.g., 0.21 by Serpieri and Kotsonis31 and approxi-
mately 0.2 by Downs et al.42). As such, the unstable shear (which
supports type I modes) appears not strong enough to sustain the
growth of these high-frequency type I modes resulting in their even-
tual decay.

Figure 9(b) illustrates all PA cases for fAC ¼ 3000Hz. Compared
with PA-off, the low-frequency type III modes are evidently enhanced
by the PA forcing despite the high fAC. Specifically, these type III
modes are most amplified by PA1. In contrast, an opposite tendency is
observed for type I modes, which are significantly amplified by PA3
while only limitedly enhanced by PA1 (more evident at x=cx ¼ 0:2).
Different from the observation of fAC ¼ 200Hz, the type I modes
induced by PA3 remain at high amplitudes, contributing significantly
to the growth of CF instabilities. For each case, while there is an overall
increase in amplitude of type I frequencies, the modes corresponding
to the forcing frequency are particularly enhanced.

C. Spanwise-wavenumber spectra

As indicated by the LST results, primary unsteady structures in
the swept wing boundary layer are essentially comprised of positive
and/or negative traveling CF instabilities from the perspective of
modal decomposition. Within the presently used coordinate system,
the positive and negative modes propagate outboard ðþzÞ and inboard
ð�zÞ, respectively, in the yz plane [as shown in Fig. 3(a)]. The LST
results in Sec. II E predict that these traveling pairs feature different
growth rates for a given frequency and spanwise wavelength combina-
tion. Therefore, one can expect the negative and positive traveling

modes to play different roles in the instability development and ulti-
mately the ensuing transition. In this section, spanwise-wavenumber
spectra are calculated, aiming at investigating the physical features and
spatial organization of these traveling modes.

The deterministic conditioning of induced flow disturbances due
to the PA unsteady forcing enables the phase-resolved analysis of the
hotwire time series. Capitalizing on the synchronization between
hotwire and PA voltage signals, the temporal velocity series are re-
organized to align with a constant initial phase with respect to the
voltage signal. Consequently, the re-organized velocity sequences are
subjected to a two-dimensional FFT operation (in time and spanwise
space z). The outcome provides a frequency-wavenumber spectrum at
each y location.43 In order to compare the traveling pairs, the ampli-
tudes of the one-sided frequency-wavenumber spectra are extracted at
desired frequencies (e.g., the forcing frequency and its harmonics). For
consistency with established experimental and numerical studies, the
double-spectral notation (h, k) is adopted to refer to generalized CF
instability modes featuring integer multiples of the reference frequency
f0 and spanwise wavenumber c0, namely, h ¼ f =f0, where f0 ¼ 200Hz
and k ¼ c=c0, where c0 ¼ 1=k0; k0 ¼ 8mm.

Figures 10(a)–10(c) illustrates representative spanwise-
wavenumber spectra of low-frequency traveling modes for PA3
(fAC ¼ 200Hz; x=cx ¼ 0:2), while Figs. 10(d)–10(f) shows the corre-
sponding velocity fluctuation fields h�UHWi. Similar outcomes are
found in cases of PA1 and PA2 and not shown here for brevity. The
spanwise-wavenumber spectral amplitude is non-dimensionalized as
�Pz ¼ ðDfDc=U1ÞP, where Df ¼ 0:5Hz and Dc ¼ 62:5m�1 are the
frequency and wavenumber resolution, respectively. The black dashed
line represents the maximum spanwise standard deviation (mode
shape) of the time-averaged velocity h�UHWiz , indicating the approxi-
mate wall-normal location of the maximum amplitude of stationary
CF vortices. As shown in Figs. 10(a)–10(c), for low-frequency modes
of ð2; kÞ; ð3; kÞ, and ð4; kÞ, significant spectral amplitudes are found
in the vicinity of the maximum h�UHWiz , showing that the wall-
normal distribution of traveling modes strongly depends on the
frequency, as observed by Casacuberta et al.44 Compared with the
negative traveling modes ðh;�kÞ, positive traveling modes ðh;þkÞ are
evidently more amplified by the PA forcing. The dominance of posi-
tive traveling modes is also experimentally observed by Borodulin
et al.45,46 and agrees well with previous LST predictions.

It must be noted here that the employed actuators are fabricated,
installed, and operated in a nominally spanwise-invariant manner. As
such, the actuators are expected to locally induce 2D modes, that is,
ðh; 0Þ. Notwithstanding, significant spectral amplitudes are found for
traveling modes of ðh;61Þ, which feature a spanwise wavelength cor-
responding to the DRE spacing. The appearance of these modes can
be attributed to the non-linear interaction between the DRE-induced
stationary mode (0, 1) and PA-induced unsteady modes ðh; 0Þ. As a
consequence, these low-frequency traveling modes (where positive
traveling modes play a dominant role) interact with the stationary
mode (0, 1) and result in type III modes, as confirmed by the corre-
sponding h�UHWi fields in Figs. 10(d)–10(f). Figure 11 illustrates the
spanwise-wavenumber spectra and velocity fluctuation h�UHWi of
high-frequency modes for PA3 (x=cx ¼ 0:15). It should be noted that
Figs. 11(c) and 11(f) are at the condition of fAC ¼ 3000Hz, while the
rest are at fAC ¼ 200Hz. In contrast to low-frequency modes, consid-
erable spectral amplitudes are found above the maximum h�UHWiz for
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high-frequency modes of ð10; kÞ and ð15; kÞ. Moreover, in contrast to
the trend found for low-frequency modes, negative traveling modes
appear to be more amplified regarding the high-frequency modes.

To evaluate the PA effects on the negative and positive traveling
modes, maximum spectral amplitudes and their corresponding wall-
normal locations are quantified for cases at x=cx ¼ 0:2 (except PA1,
which is measured at x=cx ¼ 0:175). For fAC ¼ 200Hz, only low-
frequency modes [i.e., ð1; kÞ; ð2; kÞ; ð3; kÞ, and ð4; kÞ] are considered
since high-frequency modes feature negligible amplitudes at these con-
ditions. In contrast, the high-frequency mode ð15; kÞ is extracted from
cases of fAC ¼ 3000Hz. The wall-normal location �ym and amplitude
�Pm where the negative and positive traveling modes attain a maximum
are tracked within �4 � k � �1 and þ1 � k � þ4, respectively.
The results are summarized in Fig. 12, where the marker diamond
denotes negative traveling modes and the marker open circle indicates
positive traveling modes. The black dashed line in Fig. 12(a) indicates
the average �y location of maximum h�UHWiz for all cases at
x=cx ¼ 0:2.

As shown in Fig. 12(a), the low-frequency modes are located lower
and closer to the maximum h�UHWiz , while the high-frequency modes
are distributed above the maximum h�UHWiz , confirming the associa-
tion with type III and type I instabilities, respectively. Nonetheless, no
clear trend in �ym is found when these modes are distinguished by their
traveling directions. Figures 12(b)–12(f) illustrate the amplitude �Pm for
the maximum positive and negative traveling modes. For cases at fAC
¼ 200Hz, the positive traveling modes are generally more amplified
than negative traveling modes for ð2; kÞ; ð3; kÞ, and ð4; kÞ, though no
clear trend is found for ð1; kÞ. In contrast, negative traveling modes pre-
vail among the high-frequency modes of ð15; kÞ for fAC ¼ 3000Hz,
agreeing well with the previous observation.

V. CONCLUSION
A. Effects of PA location and frequency

The present study experimentally inspects the effects of plasma
actuator (PA) forcing in a swept wing boundary layer. More specifi-
cally, forcing frequency fAC and forcing location of PAs are

FIG. 10. (a)–(c) Spanwise-wavenumber spectra �Pz ; (d)–(f) frequency-filtered fluctuation h�UHW i for PA3 at x=cx ¼ 0:2 (fAC ¼ 200 Hz). Dashed line indicates the �y location of
the maximum h�UHW iz .

FIG. 11. (a)–(c) Spanwise-wavenumber spectra �Pz ; (d)–(f) frequency-filtered fluctuation h�UHW i for PA3 at x=cx ¼ 0:15. (c) and (f) are at fAC ¼ 3000 Hz, while the rest are at
fAC ¼ 200 Hz. Dashed line indicates the �y location of the maximum h�UHW iz .
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investigated with respect to laminar–turbulent transition and instabil-
ities development. Critical stationary CF vortices are conditioned using
DREs to reproduce a critical scenario corresponding to realistic flight
conditions. In agreement with LST results, the quantified transition
locations demonstrate that low-frequency plasma forcing acts toward
significant promotion of transition, particularly in regard to the most
upstream forcing location (PA1). In contrast, the influence of low-
frequency forcing is considerably weakened at more downstream forc-
ing locations (PA2 and PA3). Considering that the boundary layer is
unstable to traveling instability modes at all PA locations, the
upstream introduction of low-frequency disturbances provides longer
streamwise distance for spatial development, thus resulting in higher
instability amplitude and earlier transition. This outcome further con-
firms the previous observations of Yadala et al.24 and Serpieri.8

Instead, although visibly altering the transition front topology, PA
forcing at high frequencies appears to have an overall weaker effect on
transition location.

The velocity fluctuations are further quantitatively investigated
by hotwire scans at x=cx ¼ 0:15 and 0.2, respectively. Similar to previ-
ous experiments of Serpieri et al.8 and Baranov et al.,26 considerable
spectral energy appears at low frequencies even when forcing is
applied at high fAC ¼ 3000Hz. This is attributed to the intrinsic
unsteadiness in the discharge, similar to what was found in 2D bound-
ary layers by Moralev et al.25 The power spectral density and narrow
bandpass filtering demonstrate the efficacy of the upstream PA forcing
to enhance low-frequency type-III instabilities, while the downstream
PA forcing appears to amplify high-frequency type-I instabilities.

The results highlight the strong dependence of PA-induced CF
instabilities on fAC and PA locations. In a boundary layer dominated
by stationary CF vortices, it can be concluded that low-frequency type
III instabilities are playing a dominant role for all PA locations when
forcing is performed at low fAC ¼ 200Hz. Though pronounced high-
frequency type I instabilities are provoked by the downstream PAs,
they consequently decay, possibly due to the insufficient strength of
the flow shears produced by the still growing (i.e., not saturated) sta-
tionary CF vortices. In contrast, at high forcing frequency of fAC to
3000Hz, the effect on high-frequency type I instabilities is evidently
pronounced. Ultimately, the strong sensitivity of the emerging type of
unsteady disturbances appears to strongly correlate with the local
receptivity of the boundary layer. At more upstream locations, the
boundary layer is locally receptive and unstable to primary traveling

modes, while at more downstream locations, to secondary high-
frequency modes.

B. A comment on BFM efficacy

Reconciling previous studies of Yadala et al.,24 Serpieri et al.,8

and Peng et al.41 as well as the current experiment, the stochastic PA-
induced disturbances at both low and high frequencies can potentially
damage the PA effectiveness for transition delay, at least within the
context of BFM. For instance, to achieve the BFM control, the PA gen-
erally requires high power input and needs to be positioned close to
the leading edge in order to favorably manipulate the CF component.
As a consequence, the low-frequency disturbances could be initiated
with high amplitudes and at extremely upstream locations. At these
regimes, flow receptivity to type-III instabilities is high and can favor
the growth of low-frequency CF instabilities thus weakening the BFM
performance. Similarly, if the actuator is placed more downstream,
then it inevitably operates in a region of heightened receptivity to type
I instabilities, which are shown to be triggered by both high- and low-
frequency PA forcing.

As such, minimizing unwanted unsteady disturbances introduced
by PAs emerges as a key point toward improving BFM efficacy. Such
effort needs to take into consideration of the complete stability and
receptivity characteristics of the flow. The PA used in the current
experiment is essentially tailored to produce a spanwise-invariant
body force distribution. Possible unsteadiness in the body force can
give rise to the (1, 0) mode as found in Figs. 10 and 11. Meanwhile, the
stationary (0, 1) mode is enhanced in the present boundary layer due
to the DRE conditioning, and in a possible application by general sur-
face roughness. As a consequence, non-linear interactions between
these two dominant modes result in the significant growth of traveling
modes ð1;61Þ. Following relevant numerical works of Guo and
Kloker13 and D€orr and Kloker,21,22 the ð1;61Þ modes are unstable
traveling modes featuring significant amplification in CF dominated
boundary layers. Therefore, the wing surface roughness (either discrete
or random) appears as a second key factor in BFM control.

Finally, the outcomes from the spanwise-wavenumber spectra
inspire an alternative PA-based approach for the CF instability control.
As illustrated, the typical type III instabilities are essentially dominated
by the positive traveling modes. Therefore, tailored PA operation can
be envisioned where the phase of the supplied voltage signal is

FIG. 12. (a) Wall-normal location �ym; (b)–(f) Spectral amplitude �Pm for traveling modes at x=cx ¼ 0:2 (except PA1 at x=cx ¼ 0:175). (b)–(f) correspond to
ð1; kÞ; ð2; kÞ; ð3; kÞ; ð4; kÞ, and ð15; kÞ modes, respectively. The ð15; kÞ modes correspond to cases of fAC ¼ 3000 Hz and the rest to fAC ¼ 200 Hz. Diamond denotes neg-
ative traveling modes, while open circle denotes positive traveling modes.
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adjusted such to introduce negative traveling waves to directly com-
pensate type III instabilities. However, such wave-cancelation tech-
nique needs sensors to detect the phase of traveling waves, which
raises additional requirements for designing the control system for
practical applications.
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